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Abstract
The problem of the Hv-representations of Hv-groups by Hv-matrices, is presented. Classes of
Hv-rings useful in the theory of representations are introduced. The advantages of some classes
of the Hv-matrices in the representation theory is pointed out. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Basic denitions
We deal with the largest class of algebraic hyperstructures which satisfy the corre-
sponding structure-like axioms and they are called Hv-structures. They were introduced
in [4] and they satisfy the weak axioms where the non-empty intersection replaces the
equality. In a set H equipped with a hyperoperation () we abbreviate by WASS the
weak associativity, i.e. (xy)z \ x(yz) 6= ;; 8x; y; z 2 H and by COW the weak com-
mutativity, i.e. xy \ yx 6= ;, 8x; y 2 H .
The fundamental relations (see [1,4,7]) ;  and e are dened in Hv-groups,
Hv-rings and Hv-vector spaces, respectively, as the smallest equivalence relations so
that the quotient would be the corresponding structure, i.e. group, ring and vector
space, respectively. Those relations have a crucial role in the theory of hyperstructures.
Let (H; ) and (H;⊗) be two Hv-semigroups dened on the same set H , then () is
called smaller than (H;⊗), and (H;⊗) greater than (H; ), if and only if there is a
f 2 Aut(H;⊗) such that
xyf(x ⊗ y) for all x; y in H;
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then we write 6⊗. Moreover, we say that (H;⊗) contains the (H; ). If (H; ) is a
structure, it is called the basic structure and the (H;⊗) is called the Hb-structure.
From [9] recall that if a hyperoperation is WASS (respectively COW), then every
greater hyperoperation on the same set is also WASS (resp. COW).
A hyperstructure (R;+; ) is called Hv-ring if (+) and () are WASS, the reproduction
axiom is valid for (+) and, nally, () is weak distributive with respect to (+), i.e.
x(y + z) \ (xy + xz) 6= ;; (x + y)z \ (xz + yz) 6= ;; 8x; y; z 2 R:
The Hv-ring (R;+; ) is called Hv-eld if the quotient of R by  is a eld.
Hv-matrix is called a matrix with entries being elements of a Hv-ring or Hv-eld.
The hyperproduct of Hv-matrices is dened in the usual manner; however, the result
is a set of Hv-matrices because in the product the entries are sets instead of elements.
Notice that the sum of products of elements of the Hv-ring is considered to be the
union of the sets obtained with all possible parentheses put on them and this union
is called n-ary circle hyperoperation on the hyperaddition (see [6,7]). Concerning the
2 2 Hv-matrices, the 2-ary circle hyperoperation coincides with the hyperaddition in
the Hv-ring. This is the reason why for the two-dimensional matrix representations the
main point is to nd appropriate classes of Hv-rings. Notice that the hyperproduct of
Hv-matrices does not necessarily satisfy WASS.
The representation theory of the Hv-groups can be dealt with in two ways:
First, by the generalized permutations [5] on a nite set X , i.e. maps of the type
f : X ! }(X )− f;g for which the reproductivity is valid.
The second way, in which we are more interested here, is by Hv-matrices: Let
(H; ) be a Hv-group. Find a Hv-ring (R;+; ), a set MR = f(aij) j aij2Rg and a map
T : H ! MR : h 7! T (h) such that
T (h1  h2) \ T (h1)  T (h2) 6= ; for all h1; h2 in H:
The map T is called Hv-matrix representation. The inclusion representation, the good
representation and the faithful representation are dened analogously.
The main theorems of the theory of representations, where the fundamental structures
play a very important role, can be found in [6,7]. The problem of representations is
very complicated mainly because the cardinality of the product of two Hv-matrices is
normally very big. The problem can be simplied in several special cases such as the
following:
(a) The Hv-matrices are over Hv-rings with 0 and 1 and, even more, if these elements
are scalars. Indeed, if there exist 0 and 1 and they are scalars, then taking Hv-matrices
where only some entries are not 0 or 1, the cardinality of the hyperproduct of those
hypermatrices is reduced. Moreover, the WASS property is easier to be valid, especially
when we are based on representations of groups.
(b) The Hv-matrices are over very thin Hv-rings, i.e. it has only one hyperoperation
and only two elements have a hyperproduct with a cardinality greater than one [7].
The Hv-matrices over multiplicative very thin Hv-rings, such that the only non singleton
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hyperproduct has cardinality p, are appropriate to represent Hv-groups for which the
cardinality of all hyperproducts are equal to the powers of p.
(c) The case of 2  2 Hv-matrices, since the circle hyperoperation coincides with
the hyperaddition in Hv-rings. Consequently, this simplication reduces the cardinal-
ity of the hyperproducts in every entry. This is the case of the lowest dimensional,
non-degenerate, representations.
(d) The case of Hv-rings in which the strong associativity in the hyperaddition is
valid, because the circle hyperoperation coincides with the hyperaddition in Hv-rings.
This is the case which can be used, even more, for hypergroups in the sense of Marty.
2. Some classes of Hv-rings
Now, we present some general constructions which can be useful in the theory of
representations of several classes of Hv-groups.
Theorem 1. Let (H;}) be Hv-group; then for every hyperoperation (r) such that
xryfx; yg for all x; y in H;
the hyperstructures (H;};r) and (H;r;}) are Hv-rings.
Proof. Every hyperoperation (r) is WASS, COW and H= is a singleton. Moreover,
every element x2H is a unit element, i.e., xry \ yrx3y, 8y2H , and every element
x2H is symmetric to y with respect to the unit x, i.e. xry \ yrx 3 x.
(a) In order to prove that (H;};r) is a Hv-ring we need only to prove the weak
distributivity on the left. For every x; y; z in H we have
xr(y}z)fxg [ (y}z)
and
(xry)}(xrz)fx; yg}fx; zg= (x}x) [ (x}z) [ (y}x) [ (y}z);
therefore,
y}z [xr(y}z)] \ [(xry)}(xrz)] 6= ;:
Thus the left, similarly the right, weak distributivity is valid.
(b) Similarly we need to prove the weak distributivity on the left for (H;r;}). For
every x; y; z in H we have
x}(yrz) x}fy; zg= (x}y) [ (x}z)
and
(x}y)r(x}z)(x}y) [ (x}z):
So the left distributivity is valid because,
(x}y) [ (x}z) [x}(yrz)] \ [(x}y)r(x}z)] 6= ;:
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The Hv-rings (H;r;}) are called associated Hv-rings. These Hv-rings are used in
the one-dimensional representations for an obvious reason.
In the theory of representations of the hypergroups, in the sense of Marty, there are
three types of associated hyperrings (H;; ) to the hypergroup (H; ). The hyperoper-
ation () is dened, respectively, for all x; y in H , as follows:
type a : x  y = fx; yg; type b : x  y = (x) [ (y); type c : x  y = H:
In all the above types, the strong associativity and strong or inclusion distributivity, is
valid. However, in the Hv-structures there exists one whole class of associated Hv-rings
instead of three types.
For an extention of the above Hv-rings to Hv-semirings adding new elements one
can see [8].
Theorem 2. Let (H;+) be Hv-group with a scalar zero element 0. Then for every
hyperoperation (⊗) such that
x ⊗ yfx; yg for all x; y in H − f0g
x ⊗ 0 = 0⊗ x = 0 for all x in H
the hyperstructure (H;+;⊗) is a Hv-ring.
Proof. For every non zero elements x; y; z in H , we have
y + z [x ⊗ (y + z)] \ [(x ⊗ y) + (x ⊗ z)] 6= ;:
Moreover, if one of the elements x; y; z, is zero then the strong distributivity is valid.
The rest of the weak axioms are also valid.
Theorem 3. Let (H; ) be Hv-group. Take an element 0 62 H and denote H 0=H [f0g.
We dene the hyperoperation (+) as follows:
0 + 0 = 0; 0 + x = H = x + 0; x + y = 0 for all x; y in H;
and we extend the hyperoperation () in H 0 by putting
0  0 = 0  x = x  0 = 0 for all x in H:
Then the hyperstructure (H 0;+; ) is a Hv-eld with H 0==Z2 where 0 is an absorbing
and single element; i.e. (0) is a singleton.
Proof. From the denition it is clear that 0 is an absorbing element. The hyperoperation
(+) is (strongly) associative because if in any triple (x; y; z) of elements of H 0 there
are one or three non-zero elements, then the hyperaddition (+) gives 0; in the other
cases the result is H .
The () is WASS because 0 is an absorbing and (H; ) is a Hv-group.
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The strong distributivity of (+) with respect to (), is valid, because the only one
non-zero case is for x; y 2 H in which we have
x  (0 + y) = (0 + y)  x = x  0 + x  y = 0  x + y  x = H:
Finally, one can check that 0 is a single element and that there are only two fundamental
classes in H 0. Thus (H 0;+; ) is a Hv-eld with H 0==Z2.
Notice that if the Hv-group (H; ) is strongly associative then (H 0;+; ) is a hypereld
instead of Hv-eld; moreover, the strong distributivity is valid.
Since 0 is a single element, Hv-elds of this construction are very useful. This always
happens when the cardinality of the hyperproducts of the elements, of the Hv-group
H needed to be represented, is equal to a power of card(H). On the other hand, the
representations are normally of lower dimension and card(H) is a small number. The
Hv-groups of constant length, such as the P-hypergroups [3], can be also represented
on these Hv-elds.
Now one can prove the following theorem where a very large class of Hb-rings, is
used. So there is no need to check if the weak axioms are valid as they are obvious.
The important thing of this construction is that non-degenerate fundamental rings or
elds, which are actually desired, are obtained.
Theorem 4. Let (R;+; ) be a ring and J be an ideal. Then we can dene any two
Hb-operations () and (⊗) greater than (+) and (); respectively; for all x; y in R as
follows:
x  y x + y + J and x ⊗ y xy + J:
Then the hyperstructure (R;;⊗) is a Hv-ring for which the fundamental ring R=
is a subring of R=J .
Notice that the maximum of the above hyperadditions, i.e. x  y = x + y + J , is a
P-hyperoperation so that the Hv-ring (R;;⊗) can be P-hyperring [3,2].
Remark that for maximal ideals J , one obtains R= = R=J .
This construction leads to an enormous number of Hv-rings. The interesting thing is
that if the products of the ring are enlarged, it is clear that all hyperproducts with any
cardinality can be represented and the main theorem of this theory is not degenerate.
One can see that for all Hb-rings the WASS of the products of Hv-matrices is
always valid. Consequently, closed subsets of Hv-matrices over Hb-rings lead to
Hv-semigroups.
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